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Arts and Entertainment Industries Final Exam Study 

Week 1 – Overview and Introduction 
- An introduction to the arts-culture-entertainment complex, the emergence of the cultural 

and creative industries, key conceptual and definitional areas, and current and emerging 
issues and key drivers impacting commercial and NFP organisations.  

 
Understanding the arts and culture as an experience; an activity; and an industry 
 

 The Value of/for Art and Culture 
Fun/Entertainment; Socio-political; Education/Challenge; Economic  
 
Arts can be viewed as valuable to the individual due to: self-expression; inspiration; thinking 
creatively; new ideas/questioning; understanding; feeling good; national identity; health; 
expression; or social capital. Look at the Australia Council for the Arts (More Bums on 
Seats). 
 
 
          
 
 
 
      Instrumental Value: Economic Impact; Health  
      Benefits; Literacy and Numeracy; Participation;  
      and Well-being 
 
       Institutional Value: Social Capital (Trust, 
       Sense of Community); Equity; Public  
       Good; Education; and National Pride 
 
 
  

Figure 1: Holden (2009) 

 

 High Culture versus Popular Culture 
 
Popular culture – audience seeks most of all to be entertained; they want novelty, but they 
do not want that novelty to be overwhelming; want to recognise the art/products; popular 
culture tends to be responsive to the marketplace; aims for consensus among its public and 
for the possibility that in reaching out to the majority of the community it can affirm what is 
already valuable in their loves and offer direction towards what ought and might become 
important in their world.  (Michael Bell) 
High culture – to validate the experience of the individual; purely aesthetic (artistic) act; self-
justifying; arts for art’s sake; designed aggressively to confront us, to challenge our 
assumptions and beliefs.  
 
Cinema is the most attended art for currently in Australia; followed by libraries; and popular 
music concerts, while dance and classical music performances are the least attended. 
Australia Council Grants focus primarily on orchestras and classical music followed by 
opera, dance and theatre.  
 
‘Public’ Arts includes film; literature; performing arts; video and visual arts 
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From arts to cultural to   ‘A new term, creative industries, has emerged…  
Creative industries     that exploits the fuzziness of the boundaries  
•  Commodification has redefined ‘culture’  between “creative arts” and “cultural industries”,  
– ‘Creative Sector’ is increasingly treated as   freedom and comfort, public and private, state- 
‘Culture that makes money’    owned and commercial, citizen and consumer,  
– Provoked search for evidence to inform   the political and the personal… The core of  
policy. Arts AND Cultural policy?   Culture [is] still creativity, but creativity [is]  
– But: one policy, many policies – or no  produced, deployed, consumed and enjoyed  
Policy      quite differently in post-industrial societies from  
– Is there in fact a single ‘thing to intervene  way it used to be’… John Hartley, The Creative  
In’?      Industries, 2006 
 
 

 Cultural Industries Characteristics: 
*Risky business 
*Creativity and Innovation 
*High costs of development/investment 
*High production costs/low reproduction 
costs 
*Potential for high profits 
*Diversity of sectors involved 

*Scale of businesses involved (i.e. from 
micro businesses to major corporations) 
*Products and experiences targeted at 
leisure time/economy 
*Wide range of methods of consumption 
from in person at a place/venue or through 
visual, printed or digital media 
 

* Require some input of human creativity in their production 
* Are the vehicles for symbolic messages to those who consume them; more than simply 
utilitarian; serve in addition some larger communicative purpose 
*contain intellectual property that is attributable to the individual/group producing the service 
 
Concentric Circles Model 
 
Related Industries -> Advertising; Architecture; 
Design; Fashion 
 
Wider Cultural Industries -> Heritage services; 
Publishing and print media; Television and radio; 
Sound recording; Video and computer games 
 
Other Core Cultural Industries -> Film; Museums, 
galleries and libraries; Photography 
 
Core Creative Arts -> Literature; Music; 
Performing arts; and Visual arts 
 
Key Challenges 

 

Change Drivers
Cost pressures

Revenue sources

Knowledge workers

Demographic shifts

Technological changes

Lifestyles

NFP

Baumol's cost disease

Efficiency and vibrancy

Diversification of funding and 
the proportion of earned 

income to subsidy

Audience fragmentation

Commercial

Profitability and ROI

Diversification/cross-
platform

Audience fragmentation

Related 
Industries

Wider 
Cultural 

Industries

Other Core 
Creative 

Industries

Core 
Creative 
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Competitive Advantage: operating in a 
leisure environment 

- Nature of postmodern leisure 
- Modernist tradition of non-profit 

cultural institutions  
Competitive Advantage: time usage; 

work patterns; decline in visitation to 

subsidised arts; increase in shopping, 

eating out, cinema attendance, home 

entertainment 

Key drivers and challenges 
- Chasing the market/making a market 

and the fragmenting market 
(audience) 

- Digitisation  
- Public/Private Funding – earning 

income (NFP) 
- ROI – cost pressures – risk 
 

Gone Digital       Arts    Commerce 
- To deliver live performance    
- To raise revenue    Unique      Limited      Infinitely 
- To extend access and reach             Edition        replicable 
- To build audiences 
- To deepen customer relationships  Changing Value Chains 

(Holden, J 2007) 
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The Brutal Truth 
- Australia has an aging population, with immigration increasingly accounting for 

Australia’s total population growth.  
- To maintain and develop new audiences, arts organisations are reaching out to 

Australia’s culturally diverse and 
youth communities. 

- Access and affordability – 
competition for leisure dollars 
intensifying alongside increasing 
costs for arts organisations.  

 
 
 
 
Public versus Private Funding 
- Reliance on government funding 
- Commercialise the box office 
- Centrality of gifts, bequests, donations and sponsorship 
 
Entrepreneurialism in the Arts 
- The power of artistic innovation on audience relationships and company reputation 
- The need for start-up investment and/or ongoing corporate or philanthropic support 
- The particular marketing strategies that achieve branding and loyalty 
- The ways in which technology can be used to immerse the audience 
- The selection of a partnership that achieves cost sharing, investment, load or equity 
- The impact of venue size, occupancy rates, market share, company size on costs and 

income 
- The benefits of accessing a global market through touring or electronic distribution. 
 


